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    Chinese@OU 

 

The first 11 lessons are free to download, giving you a taste of the range of activities this app offers.  The 

other 25 lessons will be released soon, five lessons at a time for a small fee, which can be purchased via in-

app from the 'Options' button in the Main Menu.   

 

To download: 

- For iOS devices, go to App Store, search ‘Chinese@OU’ and install 

- For Android devices, go to Google Play Store, search ‘Chinese@OU’ and install 

 

Learning to read and write Chinese characters presents three major challenges to both non-native learners as 

well as Chinese children who first start learning characters: i) the complexity of characters, as an average 

character consists of about 12 strokes; ii) matching character form with pronunciation, pinyin form and the 

English meaning; and iii) using characters to form sentences. 

 

This app, an improved version of Chinese Characters First Steps, can assist to tackle these three challenges 

on one screen with interactive activities to help you write, recognize visually and aurally, and memorise the 

most frequently used 400 plus characters in a systematic, friendly and fun way. Most importantly it helps 

you to form phrases and sentences with the limited characters learnt. 

 

These 400 plus characters are introduced in The Open University's Beginners' Chinese module第一步 Dì yī 

bù (L197) and most of them are also taught in the GCSE Chinese syllabus. By combining them, a further 

400+ useful words and phrases are covered (e.g. 红 red + 绿 green + 灯 light = 红绿灯 traffic light, which 

appears in one of the Word search activities). 

 

There are 36 lessons altogether which chronologically build upon each other.  Each lesson has five activities: 

Writing, Reading, Listening, Rearranging, and Identifying or Word Search. To get the most out of this app, 

go to Help page located within each activity to find out different functionalities. 

 

 
 

 Writing  

 
Learn how characters are drawn stroke by stroke by watching 

the animation of each character, hear the pronunciation, 

match it with pinyin and English, and draw the character 

with or without the model.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://www.open.ac.uk/courses/modules/l197
http://www.open.ac.uk/courses/modules/l197
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Reading  

Test yourself on recognising the characters you have 

learnt in the Writing section of the current lesson. 

Match the character with Pinyin or English meaning. 

You can hear the pronunciation of the character. This 

will help to reinforce the link between the character, the 

Pinyin and the English meaning. 

 
 
 
Listening 

This part of the application presents you with the 

opportunity to test your understanding of: 

i) some characters you have learnt in the 

current lesson which are single character 

word (e.g. 好 – good); and 

ii) words consisting of two or more characters, 

which are made up of characters you have 

learnt in the current and previous lessons 

(e.g. 早上 – morning).  
 

Rearranging 
Learning characters in context, i.e. in a word or 

sentence, helps you to memorise them better than 

learning them in isolation. In this activity, you will have 

the opportunity to create a sentence based on the audio 

you hear, using the characters provided, which you have 

already learnt. After you have correctly arranged the 

sentence, you are asked to match it with the English 

translation. 

  
 

Identifying 
Except for Lesson 1, all odd-numbered lessons (e.g. 

Lesson 3, Lesson 5, etc.) have an Identifying Activity. 

In this activity, you will be presented with five groups 

of characters. Each group consists of four similar 

looking characters. You will need to choose the 

character that matches the English meaning. Once the 

correct character is identified, the feedback provides a 

word/phrase that contains this character. This activity 

will help you develop your character recognition skill 

and vocabulary building. 
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Word Search 
 
 
In addition to Lesson 1, all even-numbered lessons (i.e. Lesson 2, Lesson 4, etc) have a Word Search 

Activity. Here you have the opportunity to search for words/phrases that consist of the characters you have 

learnt in a particular lesson and from previous lessons (e.g. Word Search in Lesson 3 consist of some 

characters in Lesson 3 and also characters in Lessons 1 and 2). For example, in Lesson 1 you learn the 

character 好 (good), and in Lesson 11 you learn the character吃 (to eat), then in Lesson 11’s Word Search, 

you get to search for the word for ‘tasty, delicious’ (好吃). This activity not only helps develop your 

character recognition skills but also helps you to remember characters in context, and it is fun to play! 

 

Answers can be found in the grid in any direction: forward, backward, up, down or diagonal. As each 

answer is found by striking through each answer that matches the English/Pinyin word in the blue tab,  with 

your finger, it will be highlighted and the audio is automatically played. 

 

 


